Instruction List (IL) is a simple typed assembly language commonly used in embedded control. There is little tool support for IL and, although defined in the IEC 61131-3 standard, there is no formal semantics. In this work we develop a formal operational semantics. Moreover, we present an abstract semantics, which allows approximative program simulation for a (possibly infinte) set of inputs in one simulation run. We also extended this framework to an abstract interpretation based analysis, which is implemented in our tool Homer. All these analyses can be carried out without knowledge of formal methods, which is typically not present in the IL community.
Introduction
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) are widely used in automation control. They drive assembly lines, robots, and whole chemical plants. The standard IEC 61131-3 [14] defines a number of programming languages for PLCs. These languages range from high-level, graphical ones with powerful structuring possibilities to low level languages close to circuit design or machine language. One of the low level languages is Instruction List (IL).
IL is a simple typed assembly language, frequently used whenever it is necessary to have compact, time-critical code. The IL language itself provides little structuring possibilities, in fact, goto-like jumps are the only ones. This makes IL programs difficult to read and difficult to manually analyze. Furthermore, there are hardly any tools available for algorithmic analyses of IL programs. The situation is even worsened by the fact that the standard itself does not provide a formal semantics.
The IL language is by its nature particularly prone to run-time errors: variables exceed their allowed range, code is unreachable or leads to infinite loops, there are typing mistakes, or illegal arithmetic operations.
There have been some approaches to abstract IL programs to automata [17, 23, 4] and Petri net like formalisms [10, 11, 1] . The analysis is generally carried out by translating [21, 15 ] the formalism into model checking tools ( [20, 16, 12, 19] ). The disadvantages we see in these approaches are that there is no formal operational semantics for IL itself, the abstract models are sometimes too coarse for the nature of errors, and the analysis process requires substantial background in formal methods. The people programming PLCs, however, are often control engineers whose expertise is rather in the development of the plant itself which is driven by the PLC In this work we propose analysis approaches which do not require any formal methods knowledge and can often be carried out fully automatically. We first develop a formal operational semantics for IL programs. The operational semantics does allow code to be simulated. Since PLC are reactive systems, it is tedious and sometimes impossible to simulate all possible runs. One improvement we propose is an abstract simulation. This allows to simulate approximatively for possibly infinite sets of inputs in one simulation run. Moreover, we explain the extension of this abstract simulation to standard abstract interpretation [6, 7] , for analyzing statically the program code with respect to certain generic properties. This has been implemented into the tool Homer.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a formal semantics to IL programs. The subsequent Section 3 provides the framework for abstract simulation of IL programs and its extension to abstract interpretation. Section 4 explains the analysis features implemented in the tool Homer. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.
Syntax and Semantics of IL Programs

Basics
PLCs are reactive systems interacting in a cyclic manner with their environment. In each cycle inputs (sensor values) are read, computations take place and outputs are written (to actuators). It is possible that a number of IL programs are called sequentially within one cycle.
Each IL program starts with a declaration part, defining program variables and their respective types. IL basically supports Booleans, integers, and floating point numbers. In this work we consider Booleans and integers only. The extension of our framework to floating point numbers, however, is straightforward. We denote the set of all program variables by Var , where we tacitly assume all variables and expressions to be well typed. Some variables are marked as input or output variables or both, and we write Var in and Var out for the corresponding subsets of Var . Variables that are neither input nor output variables are called local variables. The set of all local variables is denoted by Var loc ⊆ Var .
Next to variables IL supports the use of one distinct register call current result (CR). Every computation takes place in the CR. E.g., a variable value is loaded into the CR, some operations are performed on it and, then, the current value of the CR is stored back into some variable. Since every variable can be loaded into the CR it is dynamically typed. In contrast to most other assembly languages, IL only supports exactly one distinct register. A distinct variable cr ∈ Var is used to denote the CR.
Syntax
Apart from a variable declaration part, instruction list programs are sequences of statements. A statement consist of an instruction (operator) and an operand which can either be a variable, a constant or a jump label. Additionally, programs can be augmented by comments. An example is shown below. Some instructions can be augmented by modifiers. There are two modifiers: N and C. The N modifier changes an operation from the original to an operation with the negated argument, i.e., negated operand value, while an instruction augmented by the C modifier is only executed under the condition that the CR value is true. The use of brackets is allowed to force the evaluation of sub-expressions first and, hence, to avoid auxiliary variables or additional load/store operations. However, it does not add to the expressiveness of this language and we omit this feature in the following. Table 1 lists the most prominent IL commands we use throughout this work. We denote the set of all instructions, possibly augmented by a modifier, by Ins and the set of operands (variables, CR, labels) by Ops. Hence, a statement is an element in Ins × Ops. The set of all statements is denoted by Stms. For the sake of simplicity we assume in the remainder that the last instruction of every IL program is RET.
Semantics
We formally define the operational semantics of an IL program by the set of all its possible executions.
A program location is just a line number of code. We freely assume that every program location contains exactly one IL statement. The set of all locations of a program P is denoted by Locs P and the first location by l 0 . The function stm : Locs P → Stms maps each location to its statement. Moreover, let succ : Locs P → 2
Locs P denote the function mapping each location to the set of its successors, i.e., the next location and, if the instruction is a jump to the location with the corresponding label.
We define some auxiliary functions instr and op. The function instr : Locs P → Ins maps any location l ∈ Locs P to the corresponding instruction stm(l) 1 . Complementary, the function op : Locs P → Ops maps any location l ∈ Locs P to the operand of its associated statement, i.e., stm(l) 2 .
A state of a program is a snapshot of all its variable values while a configuration also includes the current program location as well as the mode the PLC is currently in. Formally: We assume the values in the state to be type-consistent; we use σ as typical element of Σ.
• a state σ ∈ Σ, and
• a mode of type Mode, which can be either I, O or C(ILi ), where ILi is an IL instruction.
The mode in the configuration is used to control the various phases of the system behavior and I stands for "input", C(ILi ) for "calculating" a statement ILi, and O for "output".
The operational semantics for IL programs in our framework is based on labeled transition systems. The nodes of the transitions systems are configurations and the transitions themselves represent the i/o behavior as well as the execution of single IL statements. The transition system is labeled to distinguish between input, output and internal transitions.
Definition 2.3 [Labeled Transition System of IL Program]
With every IL program P we associate a labeled transition system T P = (Γ, γ 0 , → ξ ), where
• Γ denotes the set of IL configurations,
is the initial IL configuration and
• → ξ is the transition relation between configurations.
The initial configuration γ 0 is given by (l 0 , σ 0 , I), where the initial state σ 0 evaluates all Booleans to false and all integers to 0. The operational rules are shown in Figure 1 specifying the labeled transition relation → ξ between system configurations.
Fig. 1. Concrete operational semantics
The labeled transitions → ?v and → !v in Figure 1 are used to mark reading the input and writing the output variables; all other transitions are unlabeled and internal. An execution cycle starts by reading the input (cf. rule Input). The state σ is updated by assigning values to all input variable as read from the environment and the next mode is activated, the computation. During the computation phase C the values of the variables or of the CR are updated according to the operations. After performing an operation control moves to the next statement. Note, despite jumps and the final return statement, every statement has only one successor node in the IL graph, i.e., for a node l the successor l ∈ succ(l) is unique. Jumps are treated as (possible) branches to nodes with the label statement. They have exactly two successors and we assume that only one of the successors is a label. IL programs are executed until a return statement occurs (cf. rule RET). This statement forces a program to terminate and the mode switches from C to O where the output values are written (cf. rule Output). Afterwards, the complete cycle restarts.
The semantics of an IL program is defined by the set of all possible execution sequences.
Analysis
When considering analysis techniques for IL programs it is important to have in mind the users of these techniques. PLCs are foremost programmed by control engineers more familiar with technical design of the driven plant than, e.g., formal methods. Hence, any proposed analysis should reflect this, i.e., should be able to be carried mostly automatically or reside in the known context.
Moreover, the types of errors occurring in IL programming a likely to be generic run-time errors such as variables exceeding their allowed range, unreachable code, deadlocks, or illegal arithmetic operations.
The developed operational semantics allows to simulate the code for given inputs. A complete coverage is, however, tedious or even impossible. In this section we propose two solutions: One is an abstract simulation of the code. This means, we estimate the range of variables in a simulation run not only for single inputs but (possibly infinite) sets of inputs. Second, we explain how to extend this framework to abstract interpretation which gives us an approximation for all runs at all program locations.
Since we are mostly concerned to find upper and lower bounds for variables, an interval approximation for integer variables seems to be appropriate. Booleans will be extended to carry don't know ( ) elements, denoting that Boolean variables can be of any Boolean value.
To replace the concrete semantics with an abstract one, we have to replace the concrete domain with the mentioned abstract domain and define for any concrete operation a corresponding abstract semantic operations. Based on this we define the abstract semantics allowing for abstract simulation. And by enforcing safe termination of the simulation, we extend it to the standard abstract interpretation.
Abstract Domains
In the previous section the concrete domains have been the set of Booleans and integers. Since we are only interested in the minimum and maximum value of each program variable at each location we introduce as abstract domains the lattices [3] of Booleans B, ⊆ B and intervals I, ⊆ I . The lattice of Booleans is depicted in Figure 2 
Abstract Semantic Operations
The corresponding abstract operators are defined in Table 2 . Note that we consider all operators to be strict, i.e., if any argument is the bottom element of the respective lattice the result yields the bottom element. For the sake of brevity this is not explicitly mentioned in the definitions. Note that in an abstract semantics comparisons and logic operations might result into an unknown, i.e., , result, e.g., by comparing two overlapping intervals such as [1, 3] < [2, 4] . The operation glb stands for the greatest lower bound and lub for the least upper bound. As a remark: It can be shown, that every abstract operation safely approximates its concrete counterpart, i.e., the effects of an abstract operation comprise the effect of the corresponding concrete operation. 
Abstract Simulation
As its concrete counter-part in Section 2. • an abstract state σ # ∈ Σ # , and
• a configuration of type Mode.
The differences between abstract states or abstract configurations to their concrete counterparts are the different data domains. The labeled transition systems are defined accordingly: 
Abstract Interpretation
While abstract simulation is a way to execute IL programs for set of inputs and tracks program behavior for certain paths, abstract interpretation approximates the program behavior for all possible inputs and all possible paths. Moreover, unlike abstract simulation it ensures termination of the analysis process. In order to do so, acceleration techniques are used to speed-up the convergence of the analysis. These accelerations provided a safe approximation of the program behavior, however, they often come with an additional loss of precision, i.e., can lead to further over-approximation.
More formal, from a fixed point perspective the semantics of any program P is described by its least fixed point µ P . The abstract semantics µ # P we developed, safely approximates the concrete one, while adding any acceleration ∇ is a further approximation, i.e., µ
The design of an appropriate way of acceleration is, e.g., discussed in [6] , [2] , and [22] . Our approach is based on these investigations, it uses the abstract semantics as introduced in the previous section and just adds an acceleration as described in [13] . Due to space limitations we do not go into detail here.
Instead, consider the example of Figure 4 . It shows an IL program with a single input variable x. It works as follows: In the beginning x is set to 1 and, then, within a loop successively incremented to 10. Once it reaches 10 the loop is left and the program terminated.
The two columns to the very right show the abstract interpretation result for the abstract values of cr and x. Note, since we do not have any information about the initial input value the possible value of x at line 0 is within [−∞, +∞]. At lines 7 and 8 the value of x is compared to 10. If strictly less than the loop is entered once more. Therefore, at line 3 we have the information that the value of x can be anywhere between [1, 9] . Moreover, we know at line 9 that x must have the value 10 and the cr is equal to false. This is a simple example without any over-approximation. However, if we increment x by 2 instead of 1 within the loop, our analysis would not be able to reveal that even numbers never occur. Further over-approximations occur when the jump condition cannot be used to give an upper approximation of the variable values. 
Homer -a Checker for IL Programs
We implemented the abstract interpretation framework for IL into a prototype tool called Homer. The abstract domains are as introduced and the used abstract semantics is as described before. In this section we present a number of generic properties that can be checked for IL programs. If not otherwise mentioned the checking is done on the abstract interpretation results.
Range violation
Homer checks whether an operation violates maximal integer bounds. Violating means that, e.g., a subtraction with a positive value takes place on variables already approximated by −∞ to their lower bound or addition to an upper bound of +∞. Such an error would occur at the first ADD in Figure 4 if the input variable would not be set to 1 in the beginning.
Invariant conditional jumps
A conditional jump is called invariant if its jump condition is either always true or always false. This means, one alternative is never taken which might exhibit a flaw in the program. Replacing LT 10 by GE 1 in Figure 4 would provoke this error.
Unreachable code
Code is unreachable if there is no program execution ever executing it. In terms of IL language, this means, there are (conditional) jumps that prevent the control flow reaching every line of code and instead always skip some lines. Hence, these code fragments will never be executed. There are two possibilities for unreachable code: One, there is simply a combination of JMP operators such that some lines are excluded from program execution and two, there are some invariant JMPC or JMPCN operations producing the same effect. This can be uncovered by a simple reachability analysis once the abstract interpretation is completed.
Replacing LT 10 with GE 1 in Figure 4 makes line 9 unreachable, since control would loop forever. This example is also a particular instance of the next property.
Infinite loops
To detect infinite loops it is helpful to analyze the topological structure of loops in the program. If we take into account the results of the abstract interpretation process, we have to search for strongly connected components which cannot be left.
Type mismatched
Type checking IL programs is a special case of abstract interpretation where the abstract domain is given by the possible types and abstract operations describe the changes.
Redundant jumps
A jump statement (JMP, JMPC, JMPCN) is redundant if the jump target is the next statement in the control flow.
Redundant statements
There are various combinations of redundant statements. In particular, each load statement (LD, LDN) should be preceded by a store statement (ST, STN, S, R) or a conditional jump (JMPC, JMPCN); if it is not, the code before the load statement is unused, since the old value of cr is discarded without hav-ing influenced variables or the program flow. Moreover, between two store statements to the same variable there should be some operations modifying cr.
These are just some examples of properties that can be checked automatically modulo some abstraction. It is part of future work to investigate on further ones.
The prototype is implemented in OCaml [5] and primarily aims at testing the proposed methods and analyses. It is not optimized for speed, and memory consumption is high, since every program location still stores the information of all abstract values at that location. However, a case study of roughly 2000 lines of code with about 100 variables takes nearly 20 seconds to be analyzed, which is promising when having the potential for speed-up in mind.
While speed for interval abstraction appears to be a minor issue, a high number of false alarms due to over-approximation is more a concern. To reduce false alarms we suggested a solution based on selective constraint solving in [13] , this is, however, not yet implemented.
Conclusions
In this work we presented a formal operational semantics for IL programs. Moreover, we developed an abstract counterpart of this semantics which allows approximating program simulation for possibly infinite sets of inputs within one simulation run. We also extended this framework to an abstract interpretation analysis, as implemented in our tool Homer. The advantage of the proposed methods is that they can be used by PLC programmers not familiar with formal methods.
One direction for future work is to develop a tool for guided abstract simulation. Up to now we explore path non-deterministicly whenever there is more than one branching possibility. However, often it is of interest in following particular paths and exploiting jump conditions to constrain variable values for these paths.
Moreover, more work should be put in exploring different abstract domains for the analysis of IL code. The interval based abstraction proposed and implemented right now is good for range checking, but lacks precision for other common error such as division by zero. Moreover, the current abstraction does not take any relations between different variables into account. On the other hand, structures such as octagons or, more general, polyhedra [8] approximate the concrete space incorporating relationships between variables.
Sophisticated methods take also linear [9] or trapezoid linear congruences [18] into account. It remains to explore which is the most suitable one for IL analysis. Moreover, this effort should be driven by the investigation on further generic properties. Hopefully this will also lead to advances in static analysis methods.
